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California Department of Fish and Game 
722 Capitol Avenue 
Sacramento, California 
MARINE RESOURCES OPERATIONS 
Cruise Report 58S5-Waste Disposal 
Vessel s N. B. SCOFIELD 
Dates: Departed San Francisco July 21, 1958 
Return~d San Francisco July 21, 1958 
Departed San Francisco JU~ 22, 1958 
Returned San Francisco Ju~ 22, 1958 
Locality: Both days - 15 miles SW Farallone Islands 
Purpose: To test five types of containers currently being used far'tihe oceanic 
disposal of radioactive waste. 
Results: Duplicate units of each type of container were made and tested. No 
cases occurred where there was significant difference between the 
results from the two sample containers prepared the same way. The 
basic container for all the tests was a steel drum of 55 gallons 
capacity. The sheet metal used was 18 gauge. (.0418 inch). This 
type of package is the standard shipping container for lubricating 
oil and many industrial liquids. The barrels used by the waste dis-
posal agencies in general come from the "war surplus" stock of the 
nearest military agency so are often dented and rusty. 
Barrel A - This barrel was trash filled and then sufficient fine gravel 
added to bring the total weight to 600 pounds. The lid was not sealed 
and six holes' of 3/16 inch diameter were punched in the sides. 
Some waste disposal agencies have planned to use a lightly spring-
loaded one-way valve to allow the entrance of sea water for pressure 
equalization. 
This barrel showed no damage when sunk to 100 fathoms. With the 
balancing of interior and exterior pressures there should be no 
damage to the steel container regardless of depth. 
Barrel B - This was also trash filled and ballasted to 600 pounds 
with gravel. However, its lid was fitted with a rubber gasket and 
bolted down water tight. With no tressure equalization this con-
taineI' collapsed to the point where the lid seal was broken. This 
bending-in occurred at less than 100 fathoms. ~ter the air escapes 
and the water pressures inside and out become equalized no additional 
change would take place. None of the solid contents of the container 
was released. 
Units c, D and E all depend on concrete for the integri.ty of their 
contents as the heads were cut out of the barrels. All concrete 
used was five sacks of cement to the cubic yard with 7/8 inch maximum 
gravel. This represents a proportion of one part of cement to three 
of sand plus three and a half of gravel. The mixing was done in a 
transit-mix truck. The first pour of concrete was oured in six days 
before adding the covering layer. The second pour was cured five 
days before testing. All cement embedded containers in the following 
tests were left void. As the encasing concrete will withstand a 
pressure of over 100 pounds per square inch, the presence or absence 
of compressible filler would not influence the results. 
! 
Barrel C - A five gallon paint can was wired as near the center as ~ 
possible. The space between the paint can am the drum was filled f 
with concrete to a point halfway" up the drum. The paint can lid had 
two holes made in it so pipes could be inserted and extend upward to 
above the top of the drum. One tube" was i inch "diameter soft copper I 
water pipe. The end inside the can was hammered flat and folded 
over. This was to aetas a controlled pressure release inward and 
allow the enclosed paint canto fill with enough sea water to equalize 
the pressures inside and outside. The second connection of the can to Ithe exterior was a standard 3/8 inch iron pipe capped on the exposed 1
end. A flange was welded to this pipe to prevent" seepage of water \ 
along the pipe or endwise movement due to water pressure. This tube ! 
was an inspection opening as water might slightly open the seal on 
the copper tube and enter without being evident from the exterior. 
Barrel C was subjected to over 1000 pounds per square inch at 400 
fathoms. The sealed copper tube burst as planned and no damage was Isustained by the container. 
Barrel D - This drum had concrete put in it to a depth of eight inches. I" After this layer in the bottom had hardened, six empty ice cream car- f 
tons of 2-1 gallons each were placed in the barrel as centrally as j 
possible and fastened in place wi.th wood battens. The remainder of 
void space was then filled wi. th concrete. Barrel D went 400 fathoms 
deep. An obviously' violent implosion crushed in the side. The metal 
of the "drum was ruptured along two lines which could not happen if 
the water had leaked slowly into the void spaces through gradual 
cracking of the concrete and slow tearing of the steel. 
Barrel E- This arrangement was the same as Cwi th the five gallon 
paint can enclosed in concrete. However, there was no connection be-
tween the enclosed paint can and the exterior. 'When this tes t unit was 
sunk to 400 fathoms the end collapsed with a cylindrical hole over the 
paint can equal in "diameter to the can. The concrete was six inches 
thick over this area. 
Personnel: Richard B. Mitchell, Master, Fisheries Vessel 
J. A. Aplin, Biologist in charge,Department :of Fish and Game 
Ed Best, Biologist, Department of Fish and Game (July 21 only) 
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CXIIS2IDCTIOM I8'Wl.S 
( ,1rat pour or conoret. baa b.en coapleted.) 
Copper tub. preNure rel..... 18 on the l.tt. 
Ice ONaill cartons held in place b7 batteD. 
Paint can with no vent. 
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